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1. Introduction: The theory of Nano topology proposed by Lellis Thivagar [3] is an extension of set theory 
for the study of intelligent systems characterized by insufficient and incomplete information. The 
elements of a Nano topological space are called the Nano open sets. The Topology is named as Nano 
topology because of its size, since it has at most five elements in it. Lellis Thivagar has    also defined Nano 
closed sets, Nano-interior and Nano closure of a set. He also introduced the weak forms of Nano open sets 
namely Nano α open sets, Nano semi open sets and Nano pre open sets. Maheshwari and U.Tapi [7] 
introduced the concept of feebly open set, in a topological space. In 1970, N. Levine [6] initiated the study 
of generalized closed sets. The study of generalized closed sets and feebly closed sets has found 
considerable interest among general topologists.  
 
In this paper, the notion of nano generalized feebly closed  set is introduced by comparing the nano 
feebly closure of a set with the nano open sets containing the respective sets. Also several   
characterizations of nano generalized feebly closed sets and maps are discussed and studied. 
 
2. Preliminaries: This section, deals with some basic definitions and concepts which are useful for the 
study of this paper. 
Definition 2.1 [3] Let  be a non empty finite set of objects called the universe and R be an equivalence 
relation on  named as indiscernibility relation. Elements belonging to the same equivalence class are 
said to be indiscernible with one another. The pair ( ,R) is said to be approximation space. Let X  
1. The lower approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can before certain 

classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted by LR(X) . That is LR(X) =  x {R(x) : R(x)  X}, where  
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R(X) denotes the equivalence class determined by X. 
2. The upper approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be possibly classified 

as X with respect to R and it is denoted by R(X).That is R(X) = x {R(x) : R(x) ∩ X    }, 
3. The boundary region of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be classified neither as 

X nor as not-X with respect to R and it is denoted by BR(X).That is BR(X) = R(X) − LR(X). 
 
Definition 2.2 [3] Let  be an universe, R be an equivalent relation on and τR(X) = 
{ , ,LR(X) R(X),BR(X)} is called the nano topology on  with respect to X. where X , satisfies the 
following axioms: 
1.  and    τR(X). 
2. The union of the elements of any sub collection of τR(X) is again in τR(X). 
3. The intersection of the elements of any sub collection of τR(X) is again in τR(X). 
That is τR(X) forms a topology on  called nano topology on  with respect to X. We call ( ,τR(X)) as 
the nano topological space. The elements of τR(X) is called nano-open sets. The compliment of nano 
open sets are called nano closed sets. 
 
Definition 2.3 Let ( ,τR(X)) be a nano topological space and A .Then A is said to be 
1. nano semi open[2] if A cl( int(A)) . 
2. nano α-open[2] if A int( cl( int(A))) . 
The complement of a nano semi open set(respectively,,nano α-open set)is called nano semi closed 
set(respectively, nano α-closed set ). 
 
Definition 2.4 [1] A subset A of a nano topological space ( ,τR(X)) is called nano generalized closed set( 
in short nano g closed) if cl(A)  G whenever A  G and G is nano open in . The complement of a 
nano g closed set is called nano g open set. 
 
Definition 2.5 [4] Let ( ,τR(X)) be a nano topological space and A  .Then A is said to be nano feebly 
open set if A scl( int(A)) . The complement of a nano feebly open set is called nano feebly closed 
set. 
 
3.  Nano Generalized Feebly Closed Sets 

Definition 3.1 A subset A of a nano topological space ( ,τR(X)) is called nano generalized feebly closed 
set( simply nano gf closed) if fcl(A)  G whenever A  G and G is nano open in . The complement of 
a nano gf closed set is called nano gf open set. 
 
Example 3.2:  Let  = {1,2,3,4}; Let X = {1,2}; 

/R = {{1},{2},{3,4}}. τR(X)={ ,{1,2}, }. Then the nano gf closed sets are  ,{3},{4},{1,3},{1,4},{2,3},{2,4},{3,4}, 
{1,2,3},{1,3,4},{2,3,4} and  . 
 
Definition 3.3 Let ( ,τR(X)) be a nano topological space and A be a subset of .Then the nano 
generalized feebly -interior of A is the largest nano generalized feebly open set contained in A and is 
denoted by gfint(A). Nano generalized feebly closure of A is the smallest gF-closed set containing A 
and is denoted by gfCl(A) 
Theorem 3.4 For subsets A and B of a nano topological space ( ,τR(X)), 
1. gfint(A)  A 
2. A is nano gf-open, if and only if gfint(A) = A. 
3. if A  B then gfint(A) gfint(B). 
4. A gfcl(A) . 
5. A is nano gf-closed if and only if gfcl(A) = A. 
6. If A  B, then gfcl(A) gfcl(B). 
 
Theorem 3.5  
1. Every nano feebly closed set is nano gf closed set. 
2. Every nano closed sets are nano gf closed. 
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Remark 3.6: Converse of the above theorem is not true. In example 3.2 set {1, 2, 3} is a nano gf closed but 
not nano closed set as well as not nano feebly closed in  . 
 
Corollary 3.7: Every nano feebly open set is nano gf open set. 
 
Theorem 3.8: If A and B are nano generalized feebly closed sets. Then A B is nano generalized feebly 
closed set. 
Proof: Let G be any open set containing A B, then for every nano open set G, we have fcl(A)  G and 

fcl(B)  G. Since fcl(A  B) = fcl(A) fcl(B) we have fcl(A  B)  G for every nano open set G. 
Which implies A  B is nano generalized feebly closed set. 
 
Remark 3.9: If A and B are nano generalized feebly closed subsets of nano topological space , then  
A ∩ B is not nano gf closed in  as given by the following example, let  = {a,b,c}; X  =  {a} and 

/R = {{a},{b,c}}. Then τR(X) = { ,φ,{a}}. 
 Let A = {a,b} and B = {a,c}. Since  is the only nano-open set containing each of A and B , 

fcl(A)  G for each nano-open G  A and cl(B)  G whenever G is nano-open and G  B. Therefore, A 
and B are nano gf-closed in . Then A = {a,b}, B = {a,c} are nano gf closed sets in , but A ∩ B = {a} which 
is not a gF closed set. Since fcl(A∩B)= . But {a} is a nano-open set containing A ∩ B and cl(A ∩ B)  
{a}. 
 
Theorem 3.10: Let ( ,τR(X)) be a nano topological space and A .Then A is nano gf-closed set in  if 
and only if fcl(A) − A contains no non empty nano closed set. 
Proof: Let A be nano gf-closed and F be any nano closed set contained in fcl(A) − A. Then  
F  fcl(A) − A. Thus A  Fc, where Fc is nano open. Since A is nano gf-closed we have   

fcl(A)  Fc. Hence F  [ fcl(A)]c.  
But F  fcl(A).Therefore F  fcl(A) ∩ [ fcl(A)]c.That  is, F = . 
Conversely assume that A is a set such that fcl(A) − A has no non empty nano closed set. Let G be an 
open set containing A. Then fcl(A) ∩ Gc is a nano closed subset of fcl(A) − A. Therefore fcl(A) ∩ Gc 

= . Thus fcl(A)  G and A is nano gf-closed. 
 
Theorem 3.11: Let ( ,τR(X)) be a nano topological space and A  is nano gf-closed set in .Then A is a 
nano feebly closed if and only if fcl(A) − A is nano closed . 
Proof: Proof follows from Theorem 3.10 
 
Proposition 3.12: Let ( ,τR(X)) be a nano topological space and A   then we have the following:- 
1. If A is nano open, then A is nano feebly open. 
2. If A is nano feebly open, then A is nano semi open. 
3. Scl(A)  fcl(A)  cl(A). 
4. int(A)  fint(A)  Sint(A) 
Proof:  
1. Since A is nano-open in , int(A) = A. Scl(A) and int(A) =  A.  Implies A Scl( int(A)). 
2. Let B= int(A). Then B is nano open and hence nano feebly open. Since B  A and fint(A) is the 

largest feebly open set contained in A, we get B fint(A). That is int(A) fint(A). Similarly we 
can prove fint(A) Sint(A) 

3. Proof is similar to that of (i) 
4. Since A is nano feebly open in , A Scl( int(A)).Since all nano closed sets are nano semi closed, 

we have  Scl( int(A))  cl( int(A)) and hence A  cl( int(A)) which implies A is nano semi 
open 

 
Theorem 3.13: Let ( ,τR(X)) be a nano topological space and A , 
1. If A is nano generalized closed set, then A is nano generalized feebly closed set. 
2. If A is nano generalized feebly closed set, then A is nano generalized semi closed set. 
Proof: Let A be a nano generalized closed set, then cl(A)  G whenever A  G and G is nano open in  

. By Theorem 3.13 we have fcl(A) cl(A). That is fcl(A)  G, and hence A is generalized nano  
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feebly closed set. 
1. Proof is similar to that of (i) 
 
Result 3.14 The set of all nano gf open sets need not form a topology. 
Consider a example Let  = {a,b,c,d} ,X = {b,a} 

/R = {{a},{b},{c,d}} and  τR(X) = { ,{a,b}, }. 
Then nano gf closed sets are ,{c},{d},{a,c},{a,d}, 
{b,c},{b,d}, {c,d},{a,b,c},{a,b,d},{a,c,d},{b,c,d}, 

.Thus the nano gf open sets are ,{a,b,d},{c}, 
{a,b,c},{d},{a,c},{a,d},{b,c},{b,d},{b,c},{a,b}, 
{b},{a}, . Here {b,c} {b,d} = {b,c,d} which is not nano gf open. Hence set of all nano gf open sets does 
not form a topology. 
 
4. Nano Generalized Feebly Continuous Mappings: In this section we define nano gf continuous 
mappings, nano gf closed mappings and nano gf open mappings and studied its properties. 
 
Definition 4.1 Let ( ,τR(X)) and ( ,τR’(Y )) be two nano topological spaces. A function f :  →  is said to 
be nano gf continuous if the inverse image of every nano closed set in  is nano gf closed in . 
 
Example 4.2 Let  = {1,2,3}, /R ={{1},{2,3}};  
 X = {1,3};τR(X) = { ,{1},{2,3}, }, Then the nano gf closed sets of X= (X). Let  = {a,b,c,d}; Y = {b,c} 

/R={{a,b},{c},{d}};we have 
τR’(Y)={ ,{c},{a,b},{a,b,c}, } nano gf closed sets are ,{d},{a,d},{b,d},{c,d},{a,b,d},{a,c,d}, 
{b,c,d}, . Define a function f : →  by f(1) = {a}, 
f(2)={b} and  f(3)={c}.Then f is nano gf continuous. 
 
Definition 4.3 Let ( ,τR(X)) and ( ,τR’(Y )) be two nano topological spaces. A function f :  →  is said to 
be nano gf closed if the image of every nano closed set in  is nano gf closed set in . 
 
Definition 4.4 Let ( ,τR(X)) and ( ,τR’(Y )) be two nano topological space. A function f :  →  is said to 
be nano gf open if the image of every nano open set in  is nano gf open set in . 
 
Theorem 4.5 A function f :  →  is nano gf continuous if and only if inverse image of every nano open 
set in  is nano gf open set in . 
Proof Let f be nano gf continuous and G be a nano open set in . Then Gc is nano closed set in . Since f 
is nano gf continuous, f−1(  \G) is nano gf closed in . That is f−1( )\f−1(G) is nano gf closed. That is \ 
f−1(G) is nano gf closed in .Therefore f−1(G) is nano gf open in . Conversely, let F be nano closed in . 
Then  \ F is nano open in . By hypothesis f−1( \F) is nano gf open in . That is f−1( )\f−1(F) is nano 
open in . Therefore f−1(F) is nano gf closed in .Hence the proof. 
 
Theorem 4.6 If f :  → is nano gf continuous  and g :  →  is nano continuous. Then gof is nano gf 
continuous. 
Proof Let f and g be nano gf continuous and nano continuous mappings respectively. Let G be a nano 
closed in . Since g is nano continuous, g−1(G) is nano closed in .Since f is nano gf 
continuous,f−1(g−1(G)) is nano gf closed in . That is (f−1 

◦ g−1)(G) is nano gf closed. Therefore (gof)−1(G) is 
nano gf closed. Then (gof) is nano gf continuous mappings. 
 
Remark 4.7 Composition of two nano gf continuous mappings need not be nano gf continuous. 
 
Example 4.8 Let  = {a,b,c,d},  

/R= {{a,b},{c},{d}}  and  X= {b,c} and 
τR(X) = { ,{c},{a,b},{a,b,c}, }.Let  = {a,b,c,d}   and Y={b,a} and /R’ = {{a},{b},{c,d}}; τR’(Y)={ ,{a,b}, }. 
Define a function f :  →  by f(a) = f(b) = {a},f(c) = {d} and f(d) = {c}.Then 
 f is nano gf continuous. Let ={a,b,c,d}, Z={a,b}; 
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/R ={{a,b,c},{d}} τR (Z)={ ,{a,b,c},  } 
Define a function g :  →  by g(a) = b, g(b) = a, 
 g(c) = c and g(d) = d. Then g is nano gf continuous. Here {d} is   nano   closed   in .  Then   
(gof)−1({d}) = {c} which is not nano gf closed in . Therefore (gof) is not a nano gf closed mapping. 
 
Theorem 4.9: Every nano continuous function is nano gf continuous. 
Proof Let ( ,τR(X)) and ( ,τR’(Y )) be two nano topological spaces. Let a function f :  →  be nano 
continuous and G be nano closed in . Since f is nano continuous, f−1(G) is nano closed in ,and hence 
nano gf closed(theorem 3.5) which completes the proof. 
 
Remark 4.10: Converse of the above theorem is not true. In example 4.2 ,f is nano gf continuous but not 
nano closed, since f−1({c,d}) = {3} is not nano closed in . 
 
Theorem 4.11: Let ( ,τR(X)) and ( ,τR’(Y )) be two nano topological spaces.A function f :  →   is nano 
gf continuous iff  f( gfcl(A))  cl(f(A)) for every subset A of . 
Proof: Let f be nano gf continuous and A . Now cl(f(A)) is a nano closed set in V. Since f is nano gf 
continuous, f−1( cl(f(A)) is nano gf closed . Also f(A) cl(f(A) which implies A  f−1( cl(f(A)). 
Hence gfcl(A)  cl(f(A)) and thus f( gfcl(A))  cl(f(A)). Conversely let F be nano closed in V. 
Then f( gfclf−1(F) cl(f(f−1(A)) = F. Therefore gfclf−1(F)  f−1(F) gfclf−1(F). Therefore 

gfclf−1(F)=f−1(F) which implies f−1(F) is nano gf closed. Thus f is nano gf continuous. 
 
Remark 4.12: If f :  →  is nano gf continuous then f( gfcl(A)) is not necessarily equal to 

cl(f(A)) for every  subset A of .In  example 4.2 let A= {1,2}.Then f( gfcl(A)) = {a,b} and cl(f(A) = 
{a,b,d}. Hence {a,b} {a,b,d} 
 
Theorem 4.13: .A function f : →  is nano gf continuous iff gfcl(f−1(B))  f−1( cl(B)) for every subset B 
of . 
Proof: Proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.11. 
 
Example 4.14 Let  = {a,b,c,d} ; /R = {{a}, 
{b},{c,d}} and X= {b,a} and τR(X) ={ ,{a,b}, } .  
Let ={a,b,c,d},Y = {a,b} /R={{a,b,c},{d}} ; 
τR’(X) = { ,{a,b,c},  }. Define a function 
 f :  →  by f(a) = b, f(b) = a, f(c) = c & f(d) = d.  
Then f is nano gf continuous. 
 
Remark 4.15: If f:  →  is nano gf continuous then gfcl(f−1(B)) is not necessarily equal to f−1( cl(B)) 
for every subset B of  . In above example, let B = {a,d}. Then f−1( cl(B)) = ; gfcl(f−1(B) = {b,d}.Therefore 
{b,d} . 
 
Theorem 4.16: A function f :  →  is nano gf continuous iff f−1( int(B))  gfint(f−1(B)) for every 
subset B of V. 
Proof: Similar to theorem 4.11. 
 
Remark 4.17: If f :  →  is nano gf continuous then f−1( int(B)) is not necessarily equal to gfint(f−1(B)) 
for every subset B of  . In example 4.14, let B = {a,b}.Then f−1( int(B)) = ; gfint(f−1(B) = {a,b}. Therefore 

{a,b}. 
 
Theorem 4.18: Let ( ,τR(X)) and ( ,τR’(Y )) be two nano topological spaces and f :  →  be any 
function. Then the following are equivalent: 
1. f is nano gf continuous. 
2. Inverse image of every nano open set in  is nano gf open in . 
3. f( gfcl(A)) cl(f(A)) for every subset A of . 
4. gfcl(f−1(B))  f−1( cl(B)) for every subset B of . 
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5. f−1( int(B)) gfint(B)) for every subset B of . 
Proof of theorem follows from theorems 4.5, 4.11, 4.13 and 4.16. 
 
Theorem 4.19: A function f:  →  is nano  gf closed if and  only if gfcl(f(A))  f( cl(A)) for every 
subset A of . 
Proof: Let f  be nano gf closed and A  . Then cl(A) is nano closed in .Since f is nano gf closed, 
f( cl(A)) is nano gf closed in .Since A cl(A),f(A)  f( cl(A)). Therefore we have 

gfcl(f(A))  f( cl(A)). Conversely, let F be nano closed in .Then cl(F) = F. By hypothesis  
gfcl(f(F))  f( cl(F)).Since f(F) gfcl(f(F)), f(F) is nano gf closed in . Hence the proof. 

 
Proposition 4.20:  
1. Every nano closed mapping is a nano gf closed mapping. 
2. Every nano open mapping is a nano gf open mapping. 
 
Theorem 4.21 A function f :  →  is nano closed if cl(f(A))  f( gfcl(A)) for every subset A of . 
Proof: Let A  be nano closed. Then 
 cl(f(A))  f( gfcl(A)) = f(A) cl(f(A)). 
Then f(A) = cl(f(A)). That is f(A) is nano closed.Therefore f is nano closed. 
 
Corollary 4.22: A function f :  →  is nano gf closed if cl(f(A))  f( gfcl(A)) for every subset A of . 
 
Theorem 4.23: A function f :  →  is nano gf open iff f( int(A))  gfint(f(A)) for every subset A of .  
Proof: Let A   and f be nano gf open. Then int(A) is nano open in . Therefore f( int(A)) is nano 
gf open in . Since int(A) A,  
f( int(A))  f(A) which implies  

gfint(f( int(A)))  gfint(f(A)).Therefore 
f( int(A)) gfint(f(A)). Conversely, let G be  nano open in . Then int(G)=G. By our assumption, 
f( int(G)) gfint(f(G)) and thus f(G) gfint(f(G)). Also gfint(f(G)) f(G). Therefore f(G) = 

gfint(f(G)) which implies f(G) is nano gf open in V. Hence f is nano gf open. 
 
5. Nano Generalized Feebly Homeomorphism Mappings: In this section we introduce nano 
generalized feebly homeomorphism mappings and discuss its properties. 
 
Definition 5.1: A function f :  →  is said to be nano generalized feebly homeomorphism 

   (in short nano gf homeomorphism) if  
1. f is one to one and onto. 
2. f is nano gf continuous. 
3. f is nano gf closed. 
 
Theorem 5.2: A one-one and onto mapping f :  →  is nano generalized feebly homeomorphism if and 
only if f is nano gf continuous and nano gf open. 
Proof: Let f be a nano generalized feebly homeomorphism. Then by definition, f is nano gf continuous. 
Let G be nano open in . Then  − G is nano closed .Since f is nano generalized feebly homeomorphism, 
f( −G) is nano gf closed in . That is f( )−f(G) is nano gf closed in . Since f is onto,  − f(G) is nano gf 
closed in . Therefore f(G) is nano gf open in .Hence f is nano gf open. Conversely, let G be nano 
closed in  .Then − G is nano open .Since f is nano gf open ,f( − G) is nano gf open in . That is f( ) − 
f(G) is nano gf open in . Since f is onto  − f(G) is nano gf open in . Therefore f(G) is nano gf closed 
in .Hence f is nano gf closed. Therefore f is nano gf homeomorphism. 
 
Theorem 5.3: If f : →  is nano homeomorphism then f is nano gf homeomorphism. 
Proof: Proof follows from Theorems 4.8 and 4.19. 
Remark 5.4: Converse of the above theorem is not true. In example 4.14, f is nano homeomorphism. But 
not nano gf homeomorphism since {a,b.c} is nano open in V and f−1({a,b.c}) = {a,b.c} is not nano open in U. 
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Theorem 5.5: A 1-1 & onto function f :→  is nano gf homeomorphism if cl(f(A)) = f( gfcl(A)) for every 
subset A of . 
Proof follows from the Theorem 4.9 and 4.21. 
 
Remark 5.6: Converse of the above theorem is not true. In example 4.14, let A = {b,c,d}.Then 
 f( gfcl(A))={a,c,d}; cl(f(A))= .Then {a,c,d} . 
 
Theorem 5.7 A 1-1& onto function f :→  is nano gf  homeomorphism if gfcl(f(A)) = f( gfcl(A)) for 
every subset A of . 
Proof: Given gfcl(f(A)) = f( gfcl(A)) for every subset A of . Let G  be a nano closed set. Then Gc 

is nano gf closed in . By Theorem 3.4, gfcl(G)=G. Also we have 
 f( gfcl(f−1(G))  gfclf(f−1((G) which implies f( gfcl(f−1(G)) gfcl(G) = G. That is f( gfcl(f−1(G))  G 
and hence gfcl(f−1(G)  f−1(G). By theorem 3.4, gfcl(f−1(G) = f−1(G). Hence f−1(G) is nano gf closed in . 
Therefore f is nano gf continuous. Let G be nano closed in . Then gfcl(f(G)  f( gfcl(G)) which 
implies  gfcl(f(G))  f(G) and thus gfcl(f(G)) = f(G). Hence  f(G) is nano gf closed in V. Therefore f is 
nano gf closed. Hence f is nano gf homeomorphism. 
 
Remark 5.8: Converse of the above theorem is not true. In example 4.14, let A = {a,b,c}. Then f( gfcl(A)) = 
{a,b,c}; cl(f(A)) = . Therefore f( gfcl(A))  . 
 
Theorem 5.9: A 1-1 and onto function f : → is  nano gf homeomorphism if  
f( gfint(A)) = int(f(A)) for every subset A of  . 
Proof is similar to theorem 5.7. 
 
Remark 5.10: Converse of the above theorem is not true in general. In example 4.14 let A = {b,c}. Then 

gfint(f(A)) = {a,c}; f( gfint(A)) = .  
Hence  {a,c} . 
 
6. Conclusion: The concept of nano generalized feebly closed sets has its own importance in the study of 
nano topological spaces. In general nano generalized feebly closed sets are not only natural 
generalizations of nano feebly closed sets but also gives several new properties to nano topological spaces. 
In this paper we have introduced generalized feebly closed sets on nano topological spaces called nano 
generalized feebly closed sets and derived their characterizations in terms of generalized nano feebly 
closure and generalized nano feebly interior. We have also established nano gf continuous maps, nano gf 
open maps, nano gf closed maps and nano gf homeomorphisms and studied its properties. This work in 
future, can be extended to get more results. 
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